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NOC Code

Maldives MDV

Mongolia MGL

Myanmar MYA

Nepal NEP

Oman OMA

Pakistan PAK

Palestine PLE

Philippines PHI

Qatar QAT

Saudi Arabia KSA

Singapore SIN

Sri Lanka SRI

Chinese Taipei TPE

Syrian Arab Republic SYR

Tajikistan TJK

Thailand THA

Timor-Leste TLS

Turkmenistan TKM

United Arab Emirates UAE

Uzbekistan UZB

Vietnam VIE

Yemen YEM
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The 7th Asian Winter Games in Brief

Dates: January 30 — February 6, 2011

Place: Astana-Almaty, Kazakhstan

Sport Programme: 5 Sports, 11 Disciplines, 69 Events

Venues: 9 Competition Venues

Objectives: According the Olympic and Asian Games spirit, the aim of these Games is to support

 solidarity, friendship and interchange between Asian countries and regions and to 

 enhance creation of a harmonious Asia.

Motto: Unity of purpose — unity of spirit! 

 Мақсаты Бірдің — рухы Бір!

Logo: The design of the logo goes back to the image of a nomadic bullock cart. In heraldic art  

 the wheel serves as a symbol of eternal movement, both in space and in time. Reflecting the  

 idea of constant development, the logo becomes an emblem of life and represents creative  

 dynamism. The symbolism of the wheel is close to that of the circle and according   

 to ancient beliefs it expresses the idea of the god of the Sun going around the Earth. Thus,  

 the logo is a solar sign and represents the radiant power of a star that grants life and pros 

 perity. 
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The best seats at the stands level are those reserved for cameramen and media. Opposite these is a 

VIP box place with auxiliary rooms. 

The technical fit-out of the complex during the competitions provides for: a room to hold photo-finish 

equipment and a room for delegates to overlook the entire arena; two large screens for reviewing any 

unclear episodes of the competitions. A temporary ice-court and a training rink will be installed at the 

Cycling Track for the duration of the Games. This complex will be used for conducting competitions in 

Short Track Speed Skating and Figure Skating.
























